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ABSTRACT

In BT's Laureate text to speech system, the process of
generating natural sounding synthetic speech from text can be
viewed as a three stage process.  The first stage attempts to
convert general text into some form of normalised textual
representation.  This stage may consist of a number of
components which are designed to handle domain specific
problems. The second stage converts the normalised linear
orthographic input data into a structured linguistic description.
This stage consists of a number of components comprising
orthography to phoneme conversion, syntactic analysis,
performance parsing, and the prediction of duration and
intonation.  The third and final stage uses this linguistic
structure to generate synthetic speech.  The nature of the
production stage differs depending on the production method.
The Laureate system has, over the last five years, been
concentrating on a concatenative approach.  Clearly the method
of unit selection used within this stage contributes significantly
to the eventual quality of the synthetic speech produced.   This
paper will describe the method of unit selection currently
implemented within Laureate.

Concatenative speech synthesis systems generate speech from a
unit inventory of sounds. The phoneme has proved the most
popular symbolic representation of sound in these systems,  but
simply storing one sample phone for each phoneme is not
sufficient for good quality synthesis. Coarticulation is one
reason why this is so – the production of one phone can be
highly influenced by its preceding and following neighbours.
The challenge for all methods of unit selection is to provide an
efficient method of selecting units which, in some clearly
specified way, provide the best approximation to the desired
phones available within the inventory.

The Laureate system uses mixed N-phone units.  In theory such
units could be of arbitrary size, but in practice, they are
constrained to a maximum of three phones (triphone). In
addition, unlike traditional methods of unit selection, Laureate
does not attempt to find the best unit from a fixed pre-selected
set.  Rather, it dynamically generates a sequence of units based
on a global cost.  Units are selected using purely phonologically
motivated criteria, without reference to any acoustic features
either desired or available within the inventory.

Details of the selection process will be provided within the
paper together with a discussion on existing short falls of the
method and future envisaged improvements.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

In recent years, concatenative systems have become a favoured
method of synthesis, due to developments in speech
modification algorithms and the continuing downward trend in
the costs of computer processing capability and memory.

The process of unit selection for such a system is predicated
upon the fact that there exists a finite inventory of sounds with
an adequate coverage of the phonemic constituents of the
desired language and accent. What is considered to be adequate
varies considerably among researchers, as it depends to a large
extent on the criteria used in the unit selection processes and the
design constraints imposed by the synthesis system.

The most common approach is to define a set of synthesis units
(e.g. diphones, triphones and demi-syllables [4][5]) and from
this definition create a speech database that contains at least one
example for each unit. Such an approach goes some way to
overcoming some of the well known problems of coarticulation,
where the production of one phone can be highly influenced by
its preceding and following neighbours, and other contextual
effects [1].

1.2 Design Criteria

The primary goal of a unit selection process is to make best use
of the available information contained within the finite data set.
However, other practical factors such as processing time and the
desire to minimise the number of unit discontinuities also play
an important part in the design of a system. For the method
described in this paper, the underlying design criteria are as
follows:

x The selection process must make maximum use of the
available data. The adequacy of the database may vary, but
the minimum selection criterion is that the database should
contain at least one example of every phoneme that can be
selected.

x The selection process must be efficient. Efficiency is used
here to mean that the process must be completed in a
realistic time. Clearly what is considered as a realistic time
will depend on the envisaged applications.

x The selection process will use global selection criteria to
minimise the number of unit concatenation discontinuities
observed within a specified body of speech.
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x The selection process should exhibit graceful degradation,
such that if an exact match to the desired unit environment
cannot be found, the best compromise choice will be made.

 1.3 Method Overview

 The unit selection process used by the Laureate system [2] is
carried out in two stages. The first stage consists of a database
search, where the best possible unit candidates are identified by
means of a distance metric. The database search technique is
described in section 3 of this paper. The method of calculating
the distance metric, which is based on purely linguistic criteria,
is described in section 4.

 The second stage uses a method of dynamic programming to
determine the optimal set of units based on information
provided by the database search and on signal processing
constraints. This is described in section 5.

 2. DATABASE DESIGN

 2.1 Database content

 An alternative to the fixed inventory approach, previously
mentioned in section 1.1, is to dynamically select segments of
speech from a very large corpus. Implicit in this approach is the
need to ensure that the corpus has sufficient coverage. Between
these two approaches lie a number of methods that attempt to
optimise the design of the database based on specific linguistic
criteria. Inevitably, the nature of the recorded database will
depend upon the underlying assumptions of the unit selection
process. An additional consideration for many researchers is the
size of the database. Practical limitations on size significantly
affect the type of database recorded and hence the
sophistication of the unit selection process employed.

 The speech database design used in Laureate has similarities
with the approaches mentioned above. Large speech databases
are considered difficult to maintain and even more difficult to
annotate reliably. As a result a fairly simple adequacy criterion
is employed. The speech database is designed such that it
contains at least one instance of every diphone permitted by the
pronunciation model. However, it differs from many such
databases in that it is not composed from diphones embedded
within a set of carrier phases. Instead, the database consists of
phonetically rich passages. Diphone coverage only represents a
minimum adequacy criterion. The unit selection process is not
restricted to selecting diphones but is free to select N-phone
units.

 2.2 Speaking style

 Comparatively little research has been conducted into speaking
styles within the synthesis process, yet inventory based systems
are particularly sensitive to the manner of speech recorded for
the database. Investigations of synthesis style have centred
predominantly in the area of emotional synthesis [7], where
researchers have concentrated on simulating basic emotions
such as fear, happiness, sadness and boredom.

 In designing the speech database, care has been taken to ensure
that the recorded speech does not exhibit any strong speaking
style, but maintains a neutral, placid quality. Where feasible and
appropriate, specific speaking style effects may be imposed on
the speech as part of the post selection synthesis process.

 Storing different styles of speech in the unit database is not in
itself a problem. The real difficulties arise when differing styles
of speech are under-specified. As a result, the selection
processes may choose segments of speech from widely differing
styles. When synthesised, the patchwork nature of such
concatenated speech is clearly audible. Storing clearly specified
speaking styles is only useful if the synthesiser is capable of
using style as a selection criterion, and the database has
adequate coverage of that style.

 Speaking style represents an extreme example of the problems
encountered in the appropriate specification of speech data for
synthesis. The choice of features used to specify a particular
database and the annotation strategy employed in labelling the
database also significantly affect the performance of the unit
selection process.

 3. DATABASE SEARCH

 3.1 General Description

 This stage of the selection process examines the entire
inventory of sounds and identifies all possible candidate units.
In reality, the speech data plays no part in the selection process
- rather it is the time-aligned annotations associated with the
speech which are used. The richness inherent in the speech
database is therefore completely dependent on the
sophistication and accuracy of the information associated with
each annotation. Within this framework, two sounds are
considered identical if they have identical annotations. The
annotation information is a combination of the nominal
phonetic attributes of a sound and the phonological
environment in which it sits.

 For implementation efficiency during speech synthesis, the
candidate search is not performed directly on the raw annotation
data, but on a pre-processed structure - the phoneme context
tree. The remainder of this section will describe the manner in
which the context tree is constructed and the search technique.

 3.2 Building the phoneme context tree

 A unit, as understood by the context tree, is simply a sequence
of phones. The maximum length of this sequence is determined
by the size of the context tree window. The context tree window
defines the number of phones examined during a database
search. As an example, a window size of five would contain
five phones, a central phone bounded by two neighbours on
either side. A context window must be symmetric, but the
maximum width of a context window is purely a matter of
computational convenience.

 When constructing a context tree, each phone in the annotation
database is examined in turn, embedded within a window of the



defined size. Once built, the phoneme context tree has a
structure similar to that shown in Figure 1.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 1. Schematic representation of a portion of a phoneme
context tree for a window size of 5.

 Each node on the first level (depth 0) of the tree consists of a
simple index to a particular phoneme. If the synthesis system
contained forty-two basic phonemes, then there would be forty-
two nodes at the first level, one for each phoneme symbol.
Nodes at this depth are not placed in any specific order. Each
node at depth 0 must have at least one child node (depth 1 of
the tree). The nodes at depth 1 of the context tree record all
combinations of immediate left / right neighbours for the centre
phoneme indexed by the parent node at depth 0 in the tree. The
contents of each node at depth 1 are shown in Table 1.

 

 Left
Context

 Feature vector containing information on
immediate left hand phone (wrt parent)

 Right
context

 Feature vector containing information on
immediate right hand phone (wrt parent)

 Next  Link to next (current depth) neighbour pair
 Child  Link to (current depth +1) nearest neighbour

pair

 Table 1: Information stored in nodes at level 1 of the context
tree.

 The left and right context feature vectors contain sufficient
phonetic and phonological information to uniquely specify the
environment and the phonetic element embedded in that
environment. Intermediate levels of the tree (if they exist)
below the first level and excluding the last level contain nodes
with the same structure as that shown in Table 1.

 Nodes at the lowest level of the tree are leaf nodes and as such
contain significantly more information than the proceeding
levels. Table 2 and Table 3 show the information contained in
each leaf node.

 Left
context

 Feature vector containing information on
immediate left hand phone (wrt parent)

 Right
Context

 Feature vector containing information on
immediate right hand phone (wrt parent)

 Next  Link to next (current depth) neighbour pair
 Data array  M-element array (See Table 3).

 Table 2: Information stored in nodes at the lowest level  of the
context tree (leaf nodes). M = window size.

 Phoneme index  Index to specific phoneme in symbol
set

 Phone duration  Duration of phone
 Offset within data

file
 Position of phone in data file

 Data file label  Name of data file containing specified
phone

 Table 3: Information stored in each element of the M-element
array in nodes at the lowest level of the context tree.

 During construction, the tree structure is first initialised with
depth 0 nodes. Once initialised, each of the windowed blocks of
text is placed in turn in the tree. Information is progressively
added to the context tree as the context window moves through
the available annotation data. The build process is considered
successful if, after all the annotation data has been presented to
the tree, all depth 0 nodes have at least one active child.

 The context tree is built once for each speech database, as part
of an off-line data pre-processing stage. During speech
synthesis however, the tree is repeatedly searched as part of the
unit selection process.

 3.3 Selection of candidate units

 As previously stated, the concept of a unit within the phoneme
context tree differs from the standard definition of a synthesis
unit. The maximum unit size simply specifies the maximum
sequence length of phonemes that can be drawn from a given
context tree window. In fact, the search strategy makes no
explicit use of the concept of a unit. During synthesis
exhaustive searches are performed on the tree with differing
bias conditions. It is these bias conditions that lead to the
selection of specific unit types.

 Consider the symbol string ABCBA. The centre symbol is C
and the set of all possible candidate units is /BC_/, /_CB/,
/BCB/ and /_C_/.  The underscore is used to denote the
positional bias of the unit within the context window. These
units are termed left diphone, right diphone, triphone and centre
phone respectively. The context tree search locates all, or a
subset, of these unit types for each context window, depending
upon the coverage of the data recorded within the tree.
Candidate units are selected for each context window and
placed into a workspace. An example of this is shown in Figure
2. Note that the phone unit is considered a degenerate case of
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the triphone unit and is only placed in the workspace when no
suitable triphone is found.

 Centre
Phoneme

 #  t  Q  m  @  s  #

 Left
Diphone

  #t_  tQ_   m@_  @s_  s#_

 Right
Diphone

 _#t  _tQ  _Qm   _@s  _s#  

 Phone  _t_    _m_  _@_  _s_  _#_

 Triphone   #tQ  tQm     

 Figure 2: The workspace structure, populated with candidate
units.

 The distance metric used in the above process is designed to
select the unit with maximal match to the target context at each
window in the workspace. The criteria used in this function
include nominal features of the phonemes within the unit and its
neighbours, as well as the features associated with the
environment in which the unit lies.  A detailed description of
the distance metric is given in the following section.

 4. THE DISTANCE METRIC

 4.1 Motivation

 Section 3. detailed the search strategy adopted when
interrogating the phoneme context tree. Central to this
technique is the distance metric used to determine the similarity
between symbols contained within a context window and
symbols stored at a tree node.  This section will consider the
distance metric in more detail.

 The exact meaning of a distance metric is simply stated.  It is a
measure of the difference between two objects.  In this
application, the two objects are a discrete representation of the
desired sound and one of a finite inventory of pre-recorded
sounds.  Clearly it is nonsensical to attempt to directly compare
a discrete symbol with a digitised signal.  The alternative is to
compare the discrete symbol with another discrete symbol
which in some way represents the digitised signal.  An obvious,
but not exclusive choice for these representative symbols would
be the phoneme.  However, when selecting a symbolic
representation for a signal, it would be wise to ensure that the
underlying model used to annotate the sound was the same as
the model used in the generation process.  The most widely
used method of annotation is base on the linguistic theory of
linear phonology.  In other words, the phoneme.

 It is quite possible to develop a method of unit selection which
is based solely on matching phoneme symbols.  There are
however two problems with this simple approach.  The first is
that it is a binary measure of similarity.  The symbols either
match or they do not, no indication is given of the degree of
similarity when symbols do not exactly match.  The second and

more serious problem stems from the fact that the phoneme
does not adequately represent the underlying signal.

 What is needed therefore is a distance metric which provides a
non-binary measure of similarity and a set of symbols (or
features) which adequately represent the underlying signal.
Clearly the measure of similarity depends upon the features
used to describe the signal.  If a system contained a complete
inventory of sounds and a set of features which uniquely
represented those sounds, the process of unit selection would be
trivial and there would be no need for a complex similarity
measure.  But this is not the case.  Typically, there would be a
miss-match between the desired sequence of features and the set
of selectable sounds.  The result being, that during unit
concatenation two sounds, which do not match, will be merged.
This will lead to an audible degradation in the quality of the
synthesised speech.

 For this reason, some researchers have adopted acoustic
measures of similarity.  That is a set of features derived from an
analysis of the digitised signal [3]. Such systems typically
attempt to minimise the degree of distortion observed at a unit
join.  The authors have avoided this approach for two reasons.
Firstly, it is notoriously difficult and computationally expensive
to derive and apply an appropriate set of acoustic features.
Secondly, such approaches miss a fundamental characteristic of
the speech signal, in that speech unlike any other naturally
occurring signal, forms part of a structured communicative
process.

 Speech is often described as consisting of two sources of
variability.  Random variability and predictable variability.
Random variability is said to stem from the in-exactitude of the
articulators, while predictable variability is due to attributes
such as the speakers sex, speaking style and linguistic structure.
The technique described in this paper is based on the premise
that the majority of the variability within the speech signal is
predictable.  Given that this is the case, it should be possible to
devise a set of abstract features which completely characterise
these aspects.

 Such a structured approach implies knowledge of the attributes
needed to predict variability in the speech signal. It is suggested
that many of these attributes are known.  In so far as this
approach uses empirically derived knowledge, it may be viewed
as a rule based system.  However, it differs from traditional rule
based systems in that the significance of individual attributes
may be deduced from an analysis of annotated data.

 Some researchers [8] have recognised the significance of
linguistic structure to the unit selection process, but have
supplemented abstract features with acoustic features such as
pitch and segmental duration’s. Such systems are in reality
behaving identically to a purely abstract feature based system.
Take as an example the feature of duration.   The concept of a
phoneme is an abstraction based on the theory of linear
phonology.  Consequently the duration of a phoneme is in fact
an abstract quantity based on the assumption that the speech
signal is composed of phonemes.  In addition, for the selection
process to work, a segmental duration must have been predicted
by the synthesis system.  This prediction in turn is based on an



underlying model of speech production.  Viewed in this way,
segmental durations are no more than a compact representation
of a complex model of speech production.  Since the duration of
a phoneme is the consequence of a predictable process, there
must exist a set of attributes which characterise this process.  In
other words, provided an appropriate set of attributes exist, the
duration feature is in fact redundant.  A similar but less
complete argument can be made for features based on pitch.
While the above argument remains true, the current state of
intonational research is such, that it would be difficult to derive
an adequate set of abstract compositional attributes which are
more efficient than storing a pitch value.

 As stated above, if a system existed which contained a complete
inventory of sounds, then an unordered list of adequate features
would be sufficient to select the desired sound.  Unfortunately
this is not the case, so some method of assigning relative
importance to individual attributes must be devised.  Such
assignments may be empirically or analytically derived.  In
addition, the criteria for assigning relative importance may
make reference to the clustered acoustic data, linguistic theory,
signal processing constraints, or some combination of the
above.

 4.2 A phonologically motivated abstract
feature set

 The aim of a feature set is to characterise as much of the
predictable variability of a signal as possible.  In addition the
feature set should be compact and compositional.  The choice of
feature set depends to a large extent on a researchers preferred
theory of language and the degree to which the predictable
components of a signal are to be discriminated.  There is little
point in defining a comprehensive set of features, if they cannot
be automatically generated by the text to speech system.

 The set of features given below, are not definitive, nor do they
completely represent the predictable components of the speech
signal.  They are however, a working set, constantly subject to
change, but actively used within the unit selection component
of the Laureate text to speech system.  The set is included here
to provided an indication of the style of discriminating features
currently under investigation.

 For clarity, the set has been divided into two components:

x Elements used to determine the identity of a segment, table
6.

x Elements used to record the linguistic environment of a
segment, table 7.

LABEL DESCRIPTION

voc Used to distinguish vowels from consonants

grav Gravity used to distinguish labial and velar articulations
from palatal and alveolar

cmp Compactness used to distinguish velar and palatal
articulations form labial and alveolar

voi Voicing used to indicate voicing

cnt Continuent used to distinguish sounds such as fricatives

and approximates from non-continuent sounds such as
plosives and nasal

str Stridency used to distinguish strident fricatives and
plosives (i.e. affricates) such as /s/ /tS/ from mellow
fricatives and plosives such as /T/ and /t/

nas Nasality used to distinguish between nasal and non-nasal
phonemes

lng Long indicates long vowel

shrt Short indicates short vowel

dip Indicates a dipthong

cen Centring Used to indicate whether a dipthong has a
fronting or centring articulation

sprd Spread indicates roundess of lips

cls Close articulation

mid Middle articulation

opn Open articulation

type Non-linguistic feature used to distinguish between unit
sub-tree types .i.e. numbers

Table 6: Features which define segmental identity

LABEL DESCRIPTION

strs Stress degree of salience associated with a syllable

ons Onset specifies that phoneme resides in syllable onset

rym Rhyme specifies that phoneme resides in syllable Rhyme

nuc Nucleus specifies that phoneme resides in nucleus of
rhyme

coda Coda specifies that phoneme resides in coda of rhyme

Table 7: Features which define suprasegmental environment

These tables are by no means a complete description of relevant
features necessary to uniquely specify a sound, but in the
context of a heterogeneous tree, a great deal of information can
be inferred from context.  That is, structural information is
implicitly included due to the nature of the context tree.  For
example, consider the characteristics of the central element of
any one context window in a string of context windows. The
nature of the central element is characterised by its embedded
context and by its symbol index.

The phonetic structure of the sound represents a minimum set
of criteria when choosing a unit.  For example, imagine two
units A and B have been drawn from the context tree. Unit A is
represented by ‘XYZ’ and unit B represented by ‘ZCD’.  As the
last symbol in unit A is the same as the first symbol in unit B,
the units can be merged.  However, if unit B were ‘zCD’ where
‘z’ was phonetically very similar to ‘Z’ but not identical, it
would be a mistake to attempt to merge the two units.  If
however, B contained ‘ZCD’ where ‘Z’ was the same phoneme
but from a different phonological environment, then it would
still be possible to merge the two sounds, but with a reduction
of naturalness.  This characteristic is basic to the unit selection
technique.  That is, the most appropriate unit available is
selected for synthesis. Synthesis of concatenated segments has
the constraint that, in general, the larger the unit the smoother



the concatenated synthesis will sound.  Thus segment identity
matches are done before the segment environment matching.

However, structure must be imposed in such a way as to allow
simple context comparisons to be performed. In addition, such
comparisons would have to give an appropriate measure of
closeness when the two structures do not match exactly.
Euclidean distance metrics may not be an appropriate measure,
as they do not give any indication of the relative importance of
specific features. To solve this problem the features are
arranged into a tree structure. The set of paths through this tree
define all the possible phonemes and their supra-segmental
environments.

A new feature vector is generated for each candidate from the
database, which describes the unique path through the tree for
that sound.

During the selection process a target path is generated and
compared on a node by node basis against that of the candidate.
The value returned for the distance metric is a function of the
number of identical path decisions, until a mis-match is
encountered.

5. SELECTION FROM THE CANDIDATE
UNITS

This stage of the selection process identifies the best choice of
units from the candidates identified in the previous stage.
Dynamic programming [6] is used to determine the best
possible path through the workspace, starting from the last
window in the input string. There are two ways that units can be
joined - either overlapped or abutted.  Units can be overlapped
when the right context element of the first unit is the same as
the left context element of the second unit – e.g. <ABC><CB>
can be overlapped. Units are abutted when the right context
element of the first unit is not the same as the left context
element of the second unit – e.g. <_CB><_C_> or <_C_><A#>.

A cost is calculated for every join. The cost for abutting units is
higher than that for overlapping units. Therefore, the DP
procedure will generally favour overlapping sequences of
longer units, although the exact behaviour depends upon how
well populated the workspace is with candidate units, and upon
the type of cost function applied at each decision point. The
process is illustrated in Figure 3.

Centre
Phoneme

# t Q m @ s #

Left
Diphone

#t_ tQ_ m@_ @s_ s#_

Right
Diphone

_#t _tQ _Qm _@s _s#

Phone _t_ _m_ _@_ _s_ _#_

Triphone #tQ tQm

Figure 3: Path selection through the workspace structure.

The output of the unit selection process is a sequence of
references to units. These may be used to extract segments from
the database for use in the speech generation stage.

6. CONCLUSION

This paper has described the method of unit selection employed
in the Laureate text to speech system.  It was stated that the unit
selection process makes no direct use of acoustic information,
but instead relies on an appropriate level of annotation to
describe the predictable elements of the underlying speech
signal. The paper also showed that units were not pre-stored,
but dynamically generated, based on a selection of candidate
units.  The eventual choice of unit was decided using a global
cost function.  Candidate units were chosen from a tree of
contexts using a distance metric based on a phonologically
motivated set of features.  As stated in section 4, the features
currently used within the distance metric are only a working set,
future improvements to the system will examine alternative
features and a more sophisticated model of phonological
context.

Finally, the effectiveness of this technique has been
demonstrated through independent assessment tests [9]. These
have shown that Laureate systems, which use this method of
unit selection, require lower levels of listening effort, than the
other commercially available systems tested.
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